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ttenuation mechanism effect on filter shape
n channelized dynamic spectral equalizers

ang-Hyun Oh and Dan M. Marom

Free-space-based channelized dynamic spectral equalizers are theoretically investigated by solving the
temporal-frequency-dependent power-coupling integral for commonly used active device technologies:
liquid-crystal modulators, tilting micromirror arrays, and deformable gratings. Channel-filter charac-
teristics, such as bandwidth and interchannel transition, are found to depend on the different attenuation
mechanisms provided by the active devices. Such information is required for choosing the proper device
parameters in designing channel equalizers and similar free-space spatially dispersed subsystems.
© 2004 Optical Society of America
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. Introduction

ynamic spectral equalizers �DSEs� are one of the
ewly emerging elements in optical networks, which
re evolving toward greater transparency, longer
each, and reconfigurability. Because channel
ower disparity in dense-wavelength division multi-
lexed �DWDM� optical communication systems can
ead to detection errors due to reduced optical signal-
o-noise ratio and finite detector sensitivity,1 DSEs
ave been deployed to flatten the gain profile of op-
ical amplifiers. First-generation DSEs exhibited
ow spectral resolution because they were designed to

atch the slow variation of the amplifier’s gain pro-
le. Today’s DWDM optical networks require opti-
al add–drop capability as well as broadcast-and-
elect topologies.1 Such capabilities are provided by
igh-resolution, channelized DSEs that provide wide,
at passbands for each wavelength channel and that
an attenuate each channel independently to an ex-
inction exceeding 30 dB. These requirements are
ecessary for cascading multiple DSEs in the signal
ath with minimal filtering impairments.
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Several implementations of channelized DSEs are
ased on a dispersive, free-space imaging con-
guration,2–4 that projects the light emerging from
he input fiber via imaging lenses and a diffraction
rating onto a pixelated device plane �Fig. 1�. The
ispersive imaging arrangement demultiplexes the
nput DWDM channels in space so that the informa-
ion bandwidth of each wavelength channel is well
ontained within an active pixel element. The light
s collected from the active modulating elements and
s coupled into an output fiber after backpropagating
hrough the dispersive arrangement �reversing
he original spatial dispersion�. Ensuring that the
ode size on the device array plane is less than the

ctive pixel width yields the desired wide passband
haracteristics. Furthermore, a wide spatial mar-
in between the incident beam and the pixel edges
esults in guard bands, which allow for drift in the
aser source, misalignment of the optical system,
nd provides a more abrupt interchannel transi-
ion. Thus the primary concern in the optical sys-
em design of a channelized DSE is that it provide
ufficient spatial dispersion to contain the signifi-
ant portion of the channel bandwidth within the
ixel. This can be achieved by a judicious choice of
he diffraction grating frequency and effective focal
ength of the imaging setup. However, the DSE
lter shape also depends on the properties of the
ctive modulating elements. The design of a chan-
elized DSE, therefore, requires an understanding
f these properties and of how to model the influ-
nce of the active attenuating element on the filter
hape.
1 January 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 1 � APPLIED OPTICS 127
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. System Modeling

he active pixelated device can be chosen from a
ariety of available technologies; however, liquid-
rystal modulators4 �LCMs�, microelectro-
echanical-system �MEMS� tilting mirror arrays,3

nd deformable gratings5 �referred to as diffractive
EMS or DMEMS� are often the technologies of

hoice. The loss mechanism of each of these tech-
ologies is different. MEMS tilting mirrors change
he propagation direction of the reflected beams,
hich introduces a loss when coupling back to the

utput single-mode fiber. Furthermore, the tilt di-
ection of the MEMS mirrors is an additional param-
ter that affects the filter shape. A mirror can tilt in
he direction orthogonal to dispersion �DOD; Fig.
�a�� or tilt in the dispersion direction �DD, Fig. 2�b��.
CMs �Fig. 2�c�� attenuate the intensity of the light

ransmitted through the pixels by polarization rota-
ion and extinction by means of a crossed polarizer
reflective designs are also possible, without loss of
enerality�. DMEMS �Fig. 2�d�� consist of slender,
eriodic reflective ribbons with fill ratio of one half
ribbon width equal to gap width�, suspended above a
eflective plane such that reflectivity from the rib-
ons and the plane below are in phase. Changing
he spacing between the ribbons and underlying

ig. 1. One possible layout of a free-spaced-based channelized
SE. The fiber shown serves as both the input and output ports
ia a circulator �not shown�.

ig. 2. Attenuation mechanisms of active devices: �a� MEMS
irrors with DOD tilt, �b� MEMS mirrors with DD tilt, �c� LCM, �d�
MEMS.
28 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 1 � 1 January 2004
lane yields destructive interference that serves to
ttenuate the reflected signal.
The channel filter shape is calculated by solving

he power-coupling efficiency integral as a function of
he signal frequency. The ideal Gaussian beam
odel is used, whereas imaging system aberrations

nd clipping �vignetting� by the system’s apertures
re ignored. The Gaussian mode, spatially dis-
ersed in the x direction and with normalized power,
s given by

�input� x, y, f � � � 2
��0x�0y

�1�2

exp��
� x � pf�f0�

2

�0x
2

�
y2

�0y
2� , (1)

here x and y are the transverse spatial coordinates,
0x and �0y are the mode field radii at the device
lane in the x- and y-axis directions, respectively
Gaussian waist assumed on device plane�, p is the
itch or center-to-center distance between adjacent
ixels, f0 is the channel spacing of the DWDM system
in hertz�, and f is the temporal frequency �also in
ertz�. Equation �1� allows for elliptical Gaussian
odes �independent widths in the x and y directions�

s a consequence of spatial mode projection in the
rating diffraction process that generates an anamor-
hic effect. The term pf�f0 defines the center loca-
ion of the Gaussian mode as a function of frequency,
wing to the spatial dispersion of the imaging system,
here the spatial dispersion is assumed to be con-

tant over the operating band. In practice, however,
he dispersion is not constant owing to the wave-
ength dependence of the grating diffraction angle.
ote that only the ratio p��0x determines the pass-
and performance; thus the designer can vary the
pot size and then adjust the amount of spatial dis-
ersion to maintain identical performance. The
aussian beam imaged onto the active device array
lane may be well contained within a single pixel for
he WDM channel frequencies or be divided over two
djacent pixels. In the latter case, the two indepen-
ently modulated beam portions are combined at the
utput fiber �image plane of the active device�, ne-
lecting the imaging system’s finite modulation
ransfer function, and coupled back to the fiber �the
ower-coupling efficiency is obtained by performing
he traditional overlap integral6�. The general form
f the modulated field, by use of the Kirchhoff approx-
mation, is given by

�output� x, y, f � � �input� x, y, f �

� 	
n
0

N�1

An exp�i�kx sin�x,n

� ky sin�y,n � �n��rect�x � np
p � .

(2)

he pixelated active array is modeled by the finite
um �N pixels for corresponding N DWDM channels�,
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here the nth pixel has an amplitude attenuation
oefficient An, an x-direction propagation component
x,n, a y-direction propagation component �y,n, and
nite spatial extent corresponding to the pixel width
adjusted to the proper pixel location �the N pixels

re contiguous�. This model uses the notation that
he N DWDM channels are at frequencies f 
 nf0, for

 0, . . . , N � 1. Thus the input Gaussian mode,
ith its infinite extent in the spatial domain, is the-

retically affected by all the pixels in the device array.
owever, owing to the desired condition that p  �0x

to achieve the wide passbands�, only the neighboring
ixels have a perceptible effect. MEMS mirrors
ith DOD tilt are modeled by setting all An 
 1 and

x,n 
 0, with each pixel generating a unique beam
ropagation direction �y,n that is twice the mirror tilt
ngle setting. Similarly, in the case of MEMS mir-
ors with DD tilt, all An 
 1 and �y,n 
 0, and each
irror gives rise to a unique beam propagation di-

ection �x,n. Additionally, for both MEMS mirror tilt
irections, there is a phase constant �n that is asso-
iated with mirror sag. This constant accounts for
he fact that the mirror is suspended from spring
lements and that, in addition to the desired rotation,
he electrostatic force causes mirror displacement to-
ard the electrodes. This sag varies the relative
hase relationship between neighboring mirrors. In
he case of the LCM attenuator, the beam propaga-
ion directions do not change ��x,n 
 �y,n 
 0�. How-
ver, each pixel is set to a unique field attenuation
etting An, which is coupled to an associated absolute
hase delay �n (the complex LCM transfer function,
etermined by Jones matrix modeling of the LCM’s
esponse, is given by �1 � exp��j����2). DMEMS de-
ices theoretically excite infinite diffraction orders,
here the power in each order is determined by the
istance �or phase delay� between the ribbons and the
nderlying plane. However, only the zeroth order

ig. 3. Amplitude and phase of a modulated output beam for ME
nd DMEMS devices �right-hand side�. Pixel 1 at 35 dB attenua
reflected signal� is allowed to propagate to the output
ber. The zeroth order has a complex reflection co-
fficient of �1 � exp��j����2, where � is the phase
elay between adjacent ribbons, which implies that
ts physical response is identical to that of the LCM.
igure 3 illustrates the output field �amplitude and
hase� for a Gaussian beam at a frequency midway
etween two WDM channels �thus striking two active
lements� for the investigated device options when
ne pixel is set for high attenuation.

. Modeling Results

n this study the channel pitch �measured as a spatial
idth� is set to 2.75 times the Gaussian field diame-

er �2�0x� on the device plane, and the channels are
n a f0 
 100-GHz spacing. For convenience the
verlap integral can be evaluated on the device plane
etween the modulated field �Eq. �2�� and the image
f the output fiber onto the device plane.6 Note that
he backpropagation of the output fiber mode results
n the same field distribution as the original input
eld defined by Eq. �1�. The frequency-dependent
oupling efficiency integral

�� f � � �� �input� x, y, f ��output� x, y, f �dxdy�2

an be evaluated for any active device technology and
etting, provided that the proper coefficients are cho-
en to model the MEMS mirror devices with DD or
OD tilts or with the LCM�DMEMS devices in
output. The channel-filtering effects are explored
or the following three cases: �1� adjacent channels
re both transmitting, �2� adjacent channels are both
ttenuating �to the 5-, 10-, and 35-dB transmission
evels�, and �3� one channel is fully transmitting
hile the other is attenuating. The four-channel se-
uence of “transmit,” “transmit,” “attenuate,” and

irrors with DOD tilt �left-hand side�, DD tilt �middle�, and LCM
mode; pixel 2 no attenuation.
MS m
tion
1 January 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 1 � APPLIED OPTICS 129
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attenuate” encompasses these three cases and is
lotted for the different device options �Fig. 4�. For
ach MEMS mirror type, a family of curves is shown
here the relative phase between neighboring mir-

ors is varied from 0 to 2�. This serves to model the
ffect of the MEMS mirror sag. The actual phase is
function of the mirror geometry, spring design, volt-
ge applied to the electrodes, and fabrication unifor-
ity. The relative phase between adjacent MEMS
irrors has a large effect on the interchannel tran-

ition band structure, especially for mirrors with DD
ilt due to the abrupt phase jump across the gap. At
he transition band, the Gaussian mode illuminates
wo adjacent mirrors, with the relative phases con-
ributing either constructively �in phase� or destruc-
ively �out of phase� to the fiber coupling integral.
he mirror with DD tilt exhibits significant coupling
t the interchannel transition position in attenuation
ode. This is due to the diffraction from the mir-

or’s edge that excites an angular bandwidth that
ouples back to the output fiber. When the mirror is
ilted with DOD, this same angular bandwidth is also
ilted away from the output fiber acceptance angle.
assband widths measured within a �3-dB range at
n attenuation level between 0 and 10 dB, as well as
topband widths measured at the 30-dB attenuation
evels, are used for comparison, with the worst case
hosen from the family of relative phase curves�.
he passband width is 73 GHz for DOD MEMS mir-
ors, 74 GHz for DD tilt, and 76 GHz for the LCM�
MEMS device. The stopband width of the
ttenuated channel, which is important for cross-talk
uppression, is 60 GHz for DOD MEMS mirrors, 66
Hz for DD tilt, and 71 GHz for the LCM�DMEMS
evice.

ig. 4. Calculated filter shapes for different active pixel technologi
attenuate” pattern. Attenuation set at �5 dB �top row�, �10 dB
30 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 1 � 1 January 2004
In practice, both the MEMS and LCM devices re-
uire that a finite gap exist between adjacent pixels.
n the case of tilting MEMS mirrors, the beam inci-
ent on the gap is not reflected back to the optical
ystem and is thus completely lost. With the LCM,
owever, two options are available: transparent
ap, in which the fraction of the beam incident on the
ap is transmitted, or opaque gap, which absorbs the
ight. The effect of a finite, nonreflecting gap is mod-
led by decreasing the size of the active pixel in Eq.
2� by setting the denominator of the rect function to
-gap. A transparent gap is modeled by the addition
f the component of light incident on the gap. We
hoose to ignore the effect of fringing fields for the
ransparent gap case, which can be modeled by finite
enetration into the gap region, effectively reducing
he gap width. The gap is chosen to be one fifth of
he Gaussian waist diameter on the device plane. In
he case of the LCM, two curves are plotted for
paque and transparent pixel gaps �Fig. 5�. Inter-
hannel coupling is also evident in the LCM with
ransparent gaps. The passband width for DOD
EMS mirrors is 75 GHz; DD tilt, 75 GHz; LCM with

paque gap, 77 GHz; and LCM with a transparent
ap, 68 GHz. Corresponding stopband widths are
8, 63, 77, and 63 GHz, respectively.

. Conclusions

he filter-shape dependence on the attenuation
echanism in channelized DSEs that use tilting
EMS mirrors, LCMs, or DMEMS devices has been

nvestigated by use of a model based on the calcula-
ion of the fiber coupling integral that provides a
asis for optimized system design. The findings
how that the attenuation mechanism provided by

plied to four channels in a “transmit,” “transmit,” “attenuate,” and
ter row�, and �35 dB �bottom row�.
es ap
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MEMS and LCM devices with opaque gaps yields
he widest passbands and stopbands, which are de-
irable system attributes. MEMS mirrors with
OD tilt are preferable over mirrors with DD tilt
ecause the diffraction from the DOD tilt mirror’s
dge does not couple back to the fiber in attenuated
ode �i.e., reduce the stopband width�, and they offer

moother interchannel transitions that lead to wider
assbands. The complex interchannel transition
tructure of the mirrors with DD tilt is attributed to
he abrupt phase jump across the pixel boundary,
hereas for DOD tilt mirrors the phase varies along

he pixel boundary and its effect is averaged in inte-
ration �see Fig. 3�. By designing MEMS mirrors
ith DOD tilt and minimal sag �such that phase
ariations between mirrors is small�, one can match
heir channel filter shape characteristic to that of the
CM devices �see Fig. 5�. Consequently, such low-
ag, DOD tilt, MEMS mirrors provide the greatest
unctionality because they offer wide passband and
topband widths, easily achieve high extinction ra-
ios, and are expandable to higher output port count
ubsystems.7,8
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